Most of movable bridges allow only one traffic mode: The traffic over the bridge is stopped when traffic underneath is active and vice versa. In Geneva, we imagined a bridge based on scissors-pairs mechanism to allow the passing of persons with reduced mobility in its flat position while boat-passing and nonwheelchair pedestrian traffic remain possible in its raised position.
Introduction
Ever since the middle of the 19th century, Lake Geneva in Switzerland has been beautified by a 140 meters high fountain: the "Jet d'Eau" which rapidly became iconic and is now the third most visited attraction in the country. However, its accessibility was limited: the dyke that leads to the fountain was undersized for tourist traffic and was not accessible to those with reduced mobility.
The city authorities considered it was time to update its construction to meet the demand and create access for all. The enlargement project met a specific issue 30 meters away from the wharf: a thin lake channel pass DOI: 10.24904/footbridge2017.09269
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through the dyke to give access to the harbour for boats, at this place we developed a new kind of movable bridge to maintain this access and create a public promenade in the same time.
A New Kind of Movable Bridge
There are many different types of movable bridges around the world, most of which use basic movements such as translation or rotation. Generally, these bridges allow only one traffic mode: The pedestrian traffic is stopped when fluvial traffic is active and vice versa. Indeed, most movable bridge structures are made with discontinued mechanisms, so that the deck is interrupted by a gap when the bridge is raised. Here, we developed a movable footbridge to allow the passing of wheelchairs and pedestrian traffic in the resting position, while boat-passing and non-wheelchair pedestrian traffic remain possible in its raised position.
On each footbridge side, a girder made of 15 scissors-pairs of 1.3 meter high create a mechanism which rise like a ripple. The four edge scissors include a total of eight hydraulic cylinders that each activate a force of 10 tons in order to lift the 16 tons span. In its curved profile, the bridge deck extends some 1.2 meter compared to its initial length and creates a vertical clearance of approximately 2.3 meters for boats below and a stair crossing with 10 variable steps for pedestrians above.
Structural Behaviour
The scissor-pair mechanism has only one degree of freedom, in theory only one actuator is necessary to activate the whole structure. However in practice, a mechanism is not an effective girder to span 12 meters and its structural behaviour was enhanced by the actuators acting as structural members as well. Friction was a complex issue which requires advances software models to quantify the electrical energy needs.
Dynamic behaviour was attentively studied because there is no bracing in the expanding deck. Transoms are fully embedded into the scissors-pairs to create a steel frame and the deck system is covering the transoms without stress addition. According to measures on site, the thresholds for frequency are respected and the damping ratio is very high in both position due to the large numbers of pins joint.
Geometrical Design
The scissor-pair mechanism is efficient to transform a shape to another, but finding the correct mechanism from a specific shape is a complex issue, so we developed a method to build mechanisms to change any kind of curved shape into a flat shape.
There are endless possibilities to flatten a curve and the main idea of our algorithm is to set the parameters which have a structural impact: the height, the size of the scissors and their quantity. In return, some outputs are left free as the global shortening and the overall movement envelope.
This geometrical process opens a wide range of movement types and it is great source of inspiration in movable bridge design.
Discussion
Obviously, by next years the accessibility for people with reduced mobility will grow more and more in urban project. This issue is especially difficult concerning existing construction, or when the project must care about a heritage building. Transformable structures could respond to such constraints and the Jet d'Eau project is one example which conciliates perfectly the user's requirements.
The scale of this project could be considered as a prototype for bigger scale project. For larger span prospects, the static and dynamic issues must be looked at separately. Indeed, the lack of stiffness is balanced by the potential to rise more by pushing more with the pistons. However the dynamic behaviour can be managed thanks to some damping benefits, but it requires more feedback and more knowledge on this topic.
